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The WINTER project aims to develop and operate a 1 meter 
telescope observing IR wavelengths at Palomar Observatory in 
Southern California. This telescope will be operated remotely, and 
mostly unsupervised, therefore requiring a sufficiently comprehensive 
suite of control software to manage its observing on a nightly basis. 
My part of the project is centered on the interface this control software 
has with local databases, from which it draws its scheduled targets, 
and records its observations. We are implementing this software in a 
multithreaded approach to 
allow for increased efficiency 
and the ability to respond to 
realtime inputs such as LIGO 
events, and weather. Once on 
sky, WINTER will operate 
robotically without supervision 
during its 5 year survey, 
punctuated by investigations 
of LIGO event remnants. 

Summer 
Software 
Contributions

Database Interfacing 
- JSON configuration file allows easy 

customization of database schemas

- ObsWriter module facilitates recording 

observed data to a local SQLite DB

- Schedule module ingests schedule 

database and provides it to Winter 
Supervisory Program

Sky Model Builder  
- Investigated PlaneWave provided sky model building code to determine why it was not 

functioning properly. With help of PlaneWave software engineers obtained necessary 
sky catalogs and platesolve subroutine. Telescope can now run sky model building 
programs to prepare for on sky observations.

Multithreaded Control 
- Winter Supervisory Program should run in multiple threads to 

prevent IO from blocking the whole program. Weather queries, 
housekeeping programs, and observing should be able to run 
concurrently to maximize efficiency and safety. 


- Developing robotic schedule file operating thread which 
follows the nightly schedule, and provides a subset of 
commands to the user, including pause, resume, and change 
schedule file. 


- Working with others to convert the entire WSP to 
multithreading, especially in how various threads interact.
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